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Gas phase standard state (298.15 K, 1 atm) isomerization energies (∆isomE) were calculated using the M062X
functional with the QZVP, 6-311++G(d,p), 6-311++G(2d,2p), and cc-pVTZ basis sets against the 24 reactions in
the ISOL set of benchmark isomerization energies for large organic molecules. The M062X functional appears to
offer comparable isomerization energy prediction performance to the best performing currently available dispersion
corrected functionals against this benchmark dataset.
The performance of various levels of quantum chemical methods for estimating the isomerization energies (∆isomE)
and enthalpies (∆isomH) of organic compounds has been the focus of a number of investigations over the past sev-
eral years [1–15]. This attention is primarily driven by the poor performance of many popular density functionals
- most notably the B3LYP functional - with regard to these types of intramolecular rearrangements. Several new
types of functionals and corrections have been developed in response to these reported theoretical shortcomings.
However, prior ∆isomH/∆isomE benchmarking efforts have concentrated on relatively small molecules (<8 heavy
atoms).
Recently, Huenerbein et al. [15] have proposed the ISOL set of 24 isomerization reactions for large organic
compounds (Figure 1). In their benchmarking study, the authors obtained reference ∆isomE at the SCS-MP3/CBS
level on B97D/TZVP optimized structures. Based on previous efforts showing the M062X density functional
performs well for computing ∆isomH/∆isomE of smaller organic molecules [6, 10–12], in the current work we
assess the performance of this functional for calculating ∆isomE for the ISOL benchmark set.
Single point calculations were performed using Gaussian 09 [16] and the M062X density functional [17] with the
QZVP [18], 6-311++G(d,p) and 6-311++G(2d,2p) [19–23], and cc-pVTZ [24,25] basis sets on the B97D/TZVP
optimized geometries from the ISOL set in Huenerbein et al. [15], and corresponding ∆isomE were calculated along
with associated method specific error metrics against the reference SCS-MP3/CBS ∆isomE (Table 1). Additional
comparative single point calculations were conducted with the B3LYP [26–28] and B97D [29] functionals and
QZVP basis set.
The M062X calculations with the QZVP (MAD=3.7; RMSD=5.3 kcal mol−1), 6-311++G(d,p) (MAD=2.4;
RMSD=3.8 kcal mol−1), 6-311++G(2d,2p) (MAD=2.9; RMSD=4.3 kcal mol−1), and cc-pVTZ (MAD=3.7;
RMSD=5.5 kcal mol−1) basis sets yield ISOL ∆isomE error metrics similar to that of the top-tier dispersion
corrected functionals (e.g., PBE0-D [MAD=2.5; RMSD=3.4 kcal mol−1], B2GP-PLYP-D [MAD=2.9; RMSD=3.9
kcal mol−1], BMK-D [MAD=3.2; RMSD=4.7 kcal mol−1], and PW6B95-D [MAD=3.1; RMSD=5.0 kcal mol−1])
and the MP2 (MAD=3.0; RMSD=4.4 kcal mol−1) calculations - all using the QZV3P basis set - as reported by
Huenerbein et al. [15]. The M062X results had either one (QZVP, 6-311++G(d,p), and 6-311++G(2d,2p)) or two
(cc-pVTZ) outliers present with maximum absolute deviations ranging from 13.8 to 17.8 kcal mol−1 depending on
the basis set, also similar to that of the PBE0 (MAXD=9.1 kcal mol−1; 0 outliers), B2GP-PLYP-D (MAXD=11.5
kcal mol−1; 1 outlier), BMK-D (MAXD=17.1 kcal mol−1; 1 outlier), and PW6B95-D (MAXD=11.9 kcal mol−1;
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1 outlier) functionals and the MP2 (MAXD=15.9 kcal mol−1; 1 outlier) calculations in ref. [15].
As expected, the B3LYP (MAD=13.3; RMSD=18.9; MAXD=49.7 kcal mol−1; 13 outliers) and B97D (MAD=10.6;
RMSD=14.7; MAXD=43.2 kcal mol−1; 9 outliers) functionals with the QZVP basis set provided lower quality
∆isomE performance. The relative performance of these two functionals with the QZVP basis set are consistent
with those reported by Huenerbein et al. [15] with the QZV3P basis set (B3LYP: MAD=11.0, RMSD=16.7,
MAXD=56.8, 10 outliers; B97D: MAD=8.6, RMSD=11.5, MAXD=26.0 kcal mol−1, 9 outliers).
Overall, the M062X functional appears to offer comparable isomerization energy prediction performance to the
best performing currently available dispersion corrected functionals against the ISOL set of benchmark isomer-
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Table S1. Gas phase standard state (298.15, 1 atm) molecular energies (E°(g)) for the reactants and products in the ISOL set at various levels of theory.
M062X/QZVP M062X/6-311++G(d,p) M062X/6-311++G(2d,2p) M062X/cc-pVTZ B3LYP/QZVP B97D/QZVP
rxn reactant product reactant product reactant product reactant product reactant product reactant product
1 -1316.438309 -1316.309135 -1316.660487 -1316.545067 -1316.712463 -1316.594498 -1316.777419 -1316.661314 -1316.956192 -1316.828080 -1316.129922 -1316.008287
2 -736.255764 -736.194851 -736.379378 -736.316736 -736.408604 -736.348064 -736.444665 -736.385720 -736.555687 -736.529250 -736.062743 -736.024377
3 -687.001608 -686.978395 -687.141404 -687.123568 -687.163436 -687.145401 -687.197397 -687.179029 -687.252571 -687.238481 -686.833776 -686.827042
4 -1248.092334 -1247.974998 -1248.275060 -1248.165291 -1248.327609 -1248.222586 -1248.382270 -1248.282101 -1248.586860 -1248.547373 -1247.757222 -1247.671776
5 -656.235596 -656.181938 -656.328824 -656.273690 -656.354573 -656.301456 -656.387639 -656.335391 -656.487947 -656.455096 -656.022863 -655.991688
6 -1111.979872 -1111.926762 -1112.119155 -1112.075989 -1112.163752 -1112.120903 -1112.226899 -1112.182246 -1112.394766 -1112.352379 -1111.573413 -1111.536228
7 -855.135260 -855.106994 -855.261051 -855.232050 -855.295858 -855.268162 -855.334111 -855.307376 -855.466544 -855.456560 -854.883359 -854.865747
8 -941.453560 -941.410614 -941.598682 -941.568164 -941.637665 -941.602541 -941.691850 -941.654562 -941.859216 -941.769263 -941.211868 -941.131463
9 -469.195156 -469.160704 -469.263117 -469.228157 -469.282869 -469.248424 -469.302732 -469.268776 -469.386635 -469.357572 -469.058218 -469.023233
10 -620.537736 -620.531587 -620.626939 -620.618321 -620.653399 -620.645216 -620.684455 -620.677279 -620.794209 -620.792179 -620.369860 -620.363340
11 -875.443907 -875.359400 -875.572754 -875.509485 -875.604145 -875.542702 -875.655576 -875.593539 -875.774104 -875.696949 -875.155331 -875.084900
12 -1113.588849 -1113.586477 -1113.760453 -1113.760798 -1113.801872 -1113.802388 -1113.865455 -1113.866509 -1114.004986 -1114.001344 -1113.255661 -1113.252907
13 -573.843609 -573.795438 -573.924224 -573.875041 -573.948693 -573.898641 -573.979202 -573.930751 -574.074438 -574.027987 -573.652866 -573.603448
14 -651.877504 -651.868608 -651.990241 -651.983193 -652.014794 -652.007930 -652.049616 -652.044183 -652.138906 -652.130831 -651.706114 -651.695408
15 -737.105670 -737.104091 -737.219669 -737.235958 -737.247075 -737.262815 -737.281408 -737.303629 -737.373932 -737.359601 -736.883167 -736.870834
16 -1319.815867 -1319.771861 -1320.042175 -1320.001618 -1320.089219 -1320.047327 -1320.163222 -1320.119870 -1320.260281 -1320.299676 -1319.386855 -1319.419623
17 -926.288158 -926.278041 -926.400757 -926.382624 -926.439392 -926.422516 -926.490638 -926.473699 -926.641027 -926.651301 -925.947834 -925.959326
18 -964.193221 -964.156421 -964.308939 -964.274499 -964.345170 -964.312024 -964.398866 -964.366881 -964.546787 -964.522497 -963.865105 -963.837145
19 -2659.355366 -2659.324725 -2659.510760 -2659.485554 -2659.547138 -2659.519809 -2659.619967 -2659.593350 -2659.743251 -2659.705897 -2659.234444 -2659.198297
20 -740.236397 -740.235968 -740.309710 -740.303582 -740.336680 -740.330535 -740.379098 -740.371912 -740.513652 -740.512757 -740.014234 -740.013685
21 -1284.458598 -1284.437293 -1284.589910 -1284.575884 -1284.620949 -1284.609387 -1284.672307 -1284.663803 -1284.786768 -1284.785434 -1284.227733 -1284.227746
22 -1784.941561 -1784.944237 -1785.126966 -1785.128207 -1785.180852 -1785.182013 -1785.288266 -1785.291277 -1785.531283 -1785.558177 -1784.519247 -1784.541155
23 -1136.855347 -1136.816021 -1136.949673 -1136.911788 -1136.979453 -1136.942210 -1137.019513 -1136.983458 -1137.135850 -1137.113597 -1136.679689 -1136.660807
24 -994.784212 -994.758699 -994.898113 -994.872722 -994.933688 -994.908227 -994.967375 -994.942075 -995.129069 -995.107506 -994.630645 -994.607368
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